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Colleagues

D E A R

On behalf of GHAFARI Associates, L.L.C., we would like to
welcome you to the first issue of GHAFARI Magazine.
For our inaugural issue, we chose to focus on 3D Building Information Modeling (3D BIM), a design approach that has impacted the
way GHAFARI does business by changing the design/build culture
and the way structures take shape — even before construction
begins. Enablers such as 3D BIM and laser scanning have kept
GHAFARI competitive and the A/E industry “on its toes” in an
increasingly global market that demands we deliver projects faster,
better, safer and at a lower total cost.
Working lean with the use of 3D technology is something that’s here
to stay, and it makes 2D drafting, unpredictable field issues and
strained budgets a thing of the past by eliminating costly change
orders, missed deadlines and wasted materials. Working smarter —
not longer — is the key.
While the automotive industry has embraced this type of lean
methodology on a production level and is increasingly adopting it
on construction projects, it works across industry lines, with progressive clients leading the way in health care, industrial/manufacturing, aviation, education, federal agencies and hospitality. The
future is wide open.
We would like to thank everyone who made our first issue possible,
including all our valued business partners who took the leap with
us and transformed 3D BIM from a concept of the future to the
reality of today.
Thanks again for your continued support as we celebrate our 25th
year in business.
Sincerely,

Yousif B. Ghafari, PE, FESD
Chairman & Founder

GHAFARI Magazine

Kouhaila G. Hammer, CPA
President & CEO
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HISTORY

While GM’s Lansing Delta Township and Flint V6 plants have garnered
attention in the recent past for their innovative use of technology, pioneering
change in the A/E/C industry is nothing new to GHAFARI Associates, L.L.C.
— the company began exploring the usefulness of 3D in the late 1990s.
The firm, founded in 1982 by Yousif B. Ghafari,
P.E., has become a recognized industry leader in
3D BIM, 3D high-definition surveying and as
integrators of facilities, processes and equipment. GHAFARI’s growth and success have
been ranked No. 100 in Engineering NewsRecord’s top 500 design firms, No. 5 on the ENR
list of leading manufacturing-plant designers,
No. 1 in the ENR list of leading automotive-plant
designers and No. 2 in the Crain’s Detroit
Business list of leading architecture/engineering
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firms. GHAFARI has also been recognized multiple times on the Inc. 500 list of fastest-growing
companies. The team at GHAFARI believed in
building information modeling so much, it developed an independent Advanced Technologies
Group to lead the development and application
of new design and delivery methodologies. This
group made it possible to build on their
founder’s vision to use technology to improve
quality, accelerate delivery, and always keep the
company one step ahead.
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It may be called virtual magic or the
next step in construction evolution, but
3D Building Information Modeling (3D
BIM) is quickly becoming the chosen
design tool set to slice through project timelines
and budgets and defuse field discrepancies
while putting smiles on the faces of clients, contractors and design firms as they walk away with increasingly “as-built” project models at the end of the day.
The 3D BIM and design-build concept is a highly collaborative
methodology that is revolutionizing the way architects, engineers,
fabricators, material suppliers and construction teams mesh
together by creating (and then working in) a virtual project model. These highly detailed models are
run through an automated collision detection process that uses direct digital exchange between
members of the design and construction team to examine “existing” or potential clashes between
the architectural, structural, mechanical, electrical, piping and plant floor process systems.
The benefits? System collisions can be corrected ahead of time with a few clicks of a mouse.
Proponents call 3D BIM cost-effective and
schedule-driven, embracing it because it
employs the principles of “lean technologies”:
eliminating waste and improving consistencies,
efficiencies and workflow.
With the introduction of such an interactive
method, the industry culture is also changing,
introducing more collaboration between
design-construction teams through accelerated
in-model coordination, reduction of field time
and the elimination of field change orders.
When Dearborn, Mich.-based GHAFARI Associates, L.L.C.’s Samir Emdanat leads a
design/build team to create a 3D model that will
materialize in the field to exact specifications —
no laborious and cyclical paper trail required —
one set of commands is all it takes to change
the location of a duct or a plumbing configuration. The weekly onboard, in-model integration
sessions allow the changes to be simultane-
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ously viewed by contractors, suppliers and
designers as the team adjusts its approach.
“When you catch interferences, and there are no
materials involved, it’s just as simple as talking
through the problem, and then we’ll move something on the screen. The subcontractors love how
straightforward it is to solve problems this way,”
Emdanat, GHAFARI’s manager of advanced
technologies, said.
GHAFARI is leading the charge with this technologically savvy design system and applying it to
projects for industry giants such as General
Motors Corporation, Marriott International and
U.S. General Services Administration.
“In an industry where supply-chain integration,
collaboration and efficiency are rarely used in
the same sentence, by using 3D-enabled lean,
GHAFARI has helped deliver a series of projects
that have exceeded customer expectations for
faster, better, safer results at a reduced cost,”
said Robert Mauck, P.E., A.I.A, vice president
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of advanced technologies at GHAFARI.
“Both design and delivery tend to
improve using this process, since it’s a
clearer way to communicate information, and it allows for enhanced and
accelerated decision-making.”
However, the scope, perception and use of
the technology are constantly evolving as
the design and construction industries find
innovative ways to apply it.
“The concept has a number of names
and nuanced definitions depending on
how and where it is applied. But whether
you call it BIM, 3D-enabled lean, virtual
design and construction, digital or virtual factory — it is not technology for technology’s sake. It is about tools and lean
techniques that serve the customers’
demand to deliver projects more costeffectively, “ Mauck said.

The Technology in Action
It’s no secret that, in the automotive
world, time is money — every minute
wasted is a vehicle not produced — so
narrowing build time to meet market
demands while covering the “faster, better, safer and at reduced cost” criteria is
a major driver. Partnering with GHAFARI

on a series of construction projects,
General Motors Corporation has recognized the inherent benefits of 3D-enabled
lean-based design and delivery.

General Motors:
Lansing Delta Township
Assembly Plant

“GM operates in more than 170 plants in
34 countries,” said Jim Weimels, vice
president and general manager of GM
Manufacturing Engineering. “By integrating this type of technology into our
design/build, we are continuously improving, changing the construction industry,
and leading in lean construction.”

When General Motors launched plans to
build a new 2.4-million-square-foot assembly
plant in Delta Township, Mich., in 2003, it
brought together a design/build team consisting of Alberici Constructors of St. Louis,
Mo.; The James N. Gray Company of
Lexington, Ky.; GHAFARI; and major subcontractors to work in tandem using 3D technology. The 2005 Bentley Award of Excellencewinning project integrated 3D plant floor
process layout with 3D building systems to
resolve collisions prior to construction. This
not only saved hundreds of thousands of dollars by correcting interferences before they
were encountered in the field, but it also contributed to the project being completed 20
percent ahead of schedule.
Three weeks of value-engineering sessions with a co-located design/build
team went into the pre-planning for the
plant — which, at $1.5 billion, represents
one of the largest investments by the
automaker in the United States. As a
result, thousands of issues were identified and dealt with on the spot using collision detection — reducing dilemmas
such as fire-protection lines running
through ducts, trusses blocking piping,
and ducts running into beams.
“Designing in 3D allows suppliers to
fabricate their building subsystems in a
controlled environment, which leads to
better work quality and less rework,
clutter and scrap on the job site,” said
Dave Skiven, executive director of
GM’s Worldwide Facilities Group. “Simply
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The project has garnered industry awards,
including the Bentley 2005 BE Award of
Excellence, the 2006 Construction Owners
Association of America Award, the 2006
CORENET Global H. Bruce Russell Global
Innovator’s Award (National Finalist),
a U.S. Green Building Council Leadership
in Energy and Environmental Design
(LEED) Gold Certification and a 2007
Architects Institute of America Award for
Sustainable Design.

General Motors: Global V6
Engine Plant
In late 2004, GM partnered with general contractors Ideal Contracting/Barton Malow
and GHAFARI to execute the $300 million
expansion of GM’s 442,000-square-foot
Global V6 engine plant in Flint, Mich., where
engines used in Chevrolet Trailblazers and
GMC Envoys are produced.
Using 3D-enabled lean-based design methodologies, the design/build team virtually modeled
mechanical, structural and HVAC systems, ductwork and piping, and electrical power systems
that worked right out of the gate — producing
one of the first projects in Michigan to be created solely with 3D BIM from beginning to end.
Laird Landis, GM’s senior technological engineer, said incorporating BIM and 3D modeling
resulted in no change orders due to interferences or lack of coordination. From the early
designs beginning in November 2004, to completion nine months later, the project came in 90
days ahead of its already aggressive schedule.
In addition, Landis credits 3D modeling for creating a safer worksite by requiring less materials
and clutter in the field.
Mauck agrees. “According to the customer,
the project came in 27 percent faster than target schedule and collision-free,” he said. “It’s
about improving collaboration, lean methods
and direct digital exchange across the
supply chain. Improving the value stream
interface to where all team partners’ contribut i o n s c a n b e i n c o r p o r a t e d f a s t e r,
better and cheaper — that’s how we look
to improve work flow and accelerate the
delivery schedule.”
To beat the clock on this project, a team of
civil, structural, mechanical and electrical
engineers from GHAFARI again co-located
for three months with Ideal Contracting/
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put, this technology adds quality and safety
while subtracting time and money.”

VIRTUAL

VOCAB
Used in This Issue of GHAFARI Magazine

3D BIM
While definitions and interpretations abound, 3D BIM (Building
Information Modeling) revolves around the ability to create and
share geometric and functional data digitally across a building’s life cycle.
3D ENABLED LEAN
The term has roots in the concept of a “virtual factory”
(as referred to in North America) or “digital factory”
(in Europe), where
facilities leaders
have been adopting
lean (waste-eliminating, consistently
improving) methods
and technologies.
4D
3D, plus the element
of time and schedule. The application
of 4D increases the
potential for JIT
(Just-In-Time) delivery and pull sequencing using the 3D model to increase the
ratio of off-site fabrication and a manufacturing-inspired
“build-to-the-model” approach.
5D
Uses the 3D model data to improve project cost estimating,
procurement and cash flow.
SUPPLY CHAIN OPTIMIZATION
Lean (waste eliminating) perspective on improving how work
flows across the design, fabrication, construction and operation silos. One example would be the use of 3D (math-based)
direct-digital exchange and “shareable” model data to increasingly replace the traditional, slower and more often error-prone
2D paper-based hand-offs.
VIRTUAL DESIGN & CONSTRUCTION (VDC)
Generally refers to the adoption of lean practices and BIM-type
technologies to improve the design and delivery of a facility (as
contrasted with BIM’s longer life-cycle view).
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Barton-Malow, fabricators and subcontractors to meet the aggressive schedule
and coordinate details such as designing
and modeling mechanical HVAC systems, ductwork and piping, and electrical
power systems. Another schedule-accelerating improvement resulted when 3D
structural steel design data was passed
directly to structural steel detailer
Douglas Steel, bypassing much of the
2D paper-based exchange. As the project progressed, days and weeks were
shaved off, and the benefits of the
process became evident. For example, a
steel-mill order that would normally take
10 to 12 weeks for delivery was cut back
to three weeks.
“A schematic model can be developed in
30 days that will have about 80 percent of
the building elements incorporated into it.
Most of the construction industry’s structural fabricators have the ability to design
in 3D. One process that has been expedited is the development and reviewing of
shop drawings,” GHAFARI Vice President
Mike Neville said. “Through the use of a
new structural review station (SDS/2), a
person can review drawing details directly
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from the 3D model and approve the documents directly online.”
This was the second General Motors
project to receive industry accolades,
earning the 2006 American Institute of
Architects Technology in Architectural
Practice Award and a Design-Build
Institute of America Award.
However, the key to making 3Denabled design a mainstream A/E
industry standard is a wider-ranging
application — something GHAFARI is
embracing, Mauck said.
“What has been missing in the industry is
proof that this is repeatable. This is not a
one-off success,” Mauck said of the collaboration with GM. “Each of these jobs
has performed at the same high levels.
It’s been five projects with GM, and we’re
working on the sixth right now.”

Renaissance Boston
Waterfront Hotel
BIM technology isn’t only proving itself
through repeat customers for firms such

as GHAFARI. It has created a buzz
throughout industry publications such as
Engineering News-Record, Structural
Engineer, Design-Build Institute of
America’s Dateline Magazine and
Construction Association of Michigan
Magazine and, in 2006, was the impetus
for GHAFARI’s Bentley Award of
Excellence for 3D BIM application on the
Renaissance Boston Waterfront Hotel.
Unlike the GM project series, Marriott
had another engineer of record in place
aside from GHAFARI and retained GHAFARI to bring the advantage of a 3D BIM
approach to the project.
The Bentley Award of Excellence-winning
project was called proof “that 3D BIM
can be successful on a design/bid/build
commercial project” by Bentley.
Design elements of the 22-story hotel
included very complex and tight public
spaces that proved costly to execute in
the past, and with a design team
already assembled and 2D bid documents already issued on the project,
the technology was applied to trouble-

shoot potential collisions before they
become field interferences, impacting
cost and schedule.
“One of the challenges that faced our 3D
BIM team was modeling the 22-story
building entirely and accurately in a very
short period of time,” Emdanat said.
“Although we were brought in late in the
design process, we still needed to quickly identify potential coordination issues
that could affect early bid packages,
such as structural steel.”
Scheduled to be complete in fall 2007,
the hotel will feature approximately 470
guest rooms, more than 20,000 square
feet of meeting space, an outdoor
terrace and a business center, among
other amenities.

What’s Next?
Along with evolving definitions and application goes the expanding scope of 3D
BIM as the design methodology grows to
reach across industry lines, with a promising future in areas such as health care,
federal agencies and hospitality.

J o n a t h a n W i d n e y, p r e s i d e n t o f
NavisWorks Inc., a producer of CAD-neutral integration hubs for frequently used
3D design programs, said he sees a
wide-open future for the application of
digital design methodology.
“The fact is, there’s no limit to what
industry or sector can use this technolo-

gy — you have a huge opportunity
beyond any industry segment,” he said.
“You have to have people who are your
innovators, who go out and try it. A lot of
it is about getting people enough anecdotal information before they are ready
to try it. But in the past two years, this
has really taken off.”
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DESIGN DIMENSIONS

Flint V6
A leading example of the 3D design advantage in action, the
objective with this project was to deliver the plant faster, better
and less expensively. The General Motors Corporation’s Flint
Engine South plant expansion was completed 27 percent
ahead of schedule, collision-free, with no change orders due
to interferences.
As a collaborative team, designers, engineers, architects and
the project subcontractors digitally designed and modeled
steel work, mechanical and HVAC systems, ductwork, piping
and electrical power systems for the project.
The 442,000-square-foot expansion was completed in 2006
and now produces the Vortec 4200 I-6 engine used in
Chevrolet Trailblazers and GMC Envoys, as well as HFV6
engines for Buick Enclaves, Saturn Outlooks, several Cadillac
models and GMC Acadias.
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GM Lansing Delta Township
Assembly Complex
It’s the spot where virtually designed, U.S. Green Building Council-lauded construction defines a merger between technology and nature. Oh, and by the way,
the General Motors Corporation’s 2.4-million-square-foot Lansing Delta
Township Assembly complex is also the birthplace of the current Saturn Outlook,
GMC Acadia and Buick Enclave.
Completed in 2006, the much-anticipated plant in Delta Township, Mich., is the
product of what happens when 3D model-driven integration is used for both plant
floor processes and building systems. In addition, an area of the plant measuring about 1.7 million square feet showcases sustainable design for the future.
The plant’s body shop and general assembly areas were designed with the
intent of achieving the high standards of the U.S. Green Build Council’s LEED
Green Building rating system. That means 25 percent of the materials used in
construction are recyclable, and the site utilizes methods such as using rainwater for toilets and a white polymer roof to reduce heat absorption and save on
energy costs. During its first decade of operation, the plant is expected to save
more than 40 million gallons of water and 30 million kilowatt hours of electricity.
In 2006, the building received Gold-level LEED certification, making it not
only born of technology, but ecologically friendly as well. In addition to
this, the American Institute of Architects (Michigan) recognized it with a
2007 Honor Award for Sustainable Design, and the Engineering Society
of Detroit noted it with a Construction and Design Award.

GHAFARI Magazine
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Renaissance Boston
Waterfront Hotel
A highlight of the growing South Boston waterfront area,
the 22-story upscale Renaissance Boston Waterfront
Hotel will feature about 470 guest rooms, 20 suites, more
than 20,000 square feet of meeting space and a 10,700square-foot ballroom upon completion.
As a collaboration between Marriott International, Inc.,
Payton Construction Corporation, The Stubbins Associates,
LeMessurier Consultants, Inc. and GHAFARI Associates,
L.L.C., among others, the Renaissance Boston Waterfront
Hotel proved to be a 2006 Bentley Award of Excellence winner for the use of 3D BIM application.
The integration of the 3D methods came into play
late in the planning process, after construction
documents for the hotel had already been
drafted using conventional 2D CAD. The
goal for the use of 3D design was to
avoid costly change orders, scheduling delays and compromises in the
quality of the work — any coordination problems could affect early bid
packages for essentials such as
structural steel and disrupt the
design/build process. As a result of
3D-assisted design, revisions to structural steel, piping and HVAC redesign
and changes to ceiling heights were
issued early on. In one instance, when the
floor-to-floor height was reduced, automated interference checks were run to
point out potential issues with the coordination of electrical, plumbing and
mechanical systems.
The hotel is slated for completion in
fall 2007.
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3D
DESIGN AWARDS
>> BENTLEY AWARD OF EXCELLENCE 2005 –
3D BIM USED FOR MULTIPLE DISCIPLINES
Received for GM’s Lansing Delta Township
Assembly Plant
GHAFARI was a joint winner with GM
>> NATIONAL FINALIST, H. BRUCE RUSSELL
GLOBAL INNOVATOR’S AWARD 2006
Nominated for GM’s Lansing Delta Township
Assembly Plant
GHAFARI teamed with GM to submit the 3D BIM

>> MARCH 2006 AIA TECHNOLOGY IN PRACTICE
AWARD: “DESIGN/DELIVERY PROCESS
INNOVATION USING BIM”
Received for GM Global V6 Engine Plant in
Flint, Mich.
>> DESIGN-BUILD INSTITUTE OF AMERICA –
2006 DESIGN-BUILD EXCELLENCE AWARD
Received for excellence in 3D-Enabled DesignBuild Project Delivery Industrial/Process Sector
(over $25 million)
>> FIATECH – 2006 CELEBRATION OF ENGINEERS
& TECHNOLOGY INNOVATION (CETI)
Received honorable mention for several projects in
the Large Scale Implementation Category
>> 2006 CONSTRUCTION OWNERS ASSOCIATION
OF AMERICA AWARD
Received for GM Lansing Delta Township
Assembly Plant

>> BENTLEY AWARD OF EXCELLENCE 2006 –
NEW TECHNOLOGY APPLICATION FOR 3D BIM
Received for consulting on Renaissance Boston
Hotel project for Marriott International
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Faster, Better, Lower Cost
and Safer Construction
Why Lean (and Bottom Line) Matters
Welcome to a leaner future.
After working in the
design/construction
industry for more
than 30 years, I can
safely state that
almost all the customers I’ve come
by Bob Mauck A.I.A., P.E. across would welcome the prospect
of a faster delivery with lower cost, higher
quality and a safer construction process.
Unfortunately, I have found that in an industry accustomed to things such as 2D paperbased hand-offs, historically non-lean
approaches and a fractured design-bidbuild supply chain, to accelerate the schedule on a project without improving workflow
implied there were trade-offs against cost
and/or quality. It also implied the presence
of a frustrating, adversarial and wasteful
working environment.
But the landscape is changing — fast!
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“Lean” methodology (the identification/elimination of waste and an increase in consistency) is the key to making the design/construction supply chain more productive.
Understanding “lean” and coupling it
with team-accessible, 3D direct-digital
exchange has proven that customers can
expect their design/fabrication/construction
value stream to deliver projects without the
tradeoffs — and with a decidedly more
team-oriented approach.
Finally, the combination of faster, better,
lower cost and safer construction is not
only within reach, but is already happening on multiple projects and project types
to the benefit of customers and suppliers
alike: a win/win scenario for the short and
long term.
During the course of several projects for
General Motors, the design/build team
used 3D-enabled lean approach to collaboratively deliver the projects up to 25
percent faster, at costs up to 10 percent
lower, with higher quality — as evidenced
by little or no field interferences, reduced
RFIs and safer construction.

In addition, designs are approached with
confidence when working with a teamdeveloped 3D model that morphs from
design-intent to install-level with at times
near “as-built” detail and no collisions.
That confidence allows subcontractors to
use off-site fabrication and Just-in-Time
(JIT) delivery and installation practices
more often. This fuels a ripple effect, creating significantly reduced laydown
areas and less site-generated scrap
while also creating opportunities for
improved construction sequencing.
And the best news yet: there’s more to
come. These teams are only scratching the
surface of potential being realized by more
progressive industries. As our industry
improves the adoption of these 3D-enabled
lean practices, more and more often, we will
be able to refer to the design/construction
supply chain as a value stream.
It’s a brave new (virtual) world.
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Chuck Eastman
A 3D-MODELING VISIONARY

Photo courtesy of Georgia Institute of Technology

by Lisa Martino

Chuck Eastman remembers when 3D modeling was developed in the 1970s
— before PCs came along, and before drafting systems were commercialized. Back then, it was little more than a research initiative — the future was
a blank canvas.

GHAFARI Magazine
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“I don’t think everybody understood
the full implications of it when we were
working on it back in the 1970s and
1980s, but now we see that it’s going
to transform the industry,” said
Eastman, professor and director of the
College of Architecture Ph.D. Program
at Georgia Institute of Technology.
“We’re changing the whole conception
of what building construction is …
we’re really adopting and moving very
close to manufacturing practices.”

There are also very long cycles in the
construction industry — meaning, how
do you get general contractors or
architects as a whole to change?
Some of them will never change.…
Look at the manufacturing industry.
There are still some people who use
2D drawings there. The A/E/C industry
is just much bigger and much more
diffuse, and there’s no one big project
that comes along and forces everyone
to change.

GHAFARI Magazine sat down with
Eastman, a pioneer in the realm of
A/E/C CAD, 3D modeling and early
parametric modeling systems, to talk
about how far 3D modeling has come
and where it can go.

Q: What are some examples of
how BIM works through the life
cycle of a building?
A: There are two fundamental technologies associated with BIM. One is
the 3D parametric modeling of the
building, the site and all the building’s
systems. The other is interoperability
through data exchange. The fundamental capability of the BIM design
tool is to make this model of the building into a machine-readable format.
The fundamental difference isn’t that
it’s just 3D, but that the geometry can
be read by another computer and
interpreted for cost estimates, for generating form work and for extracting
bills of materials. Previously, all of that
had to be done manually. By making it
machine-readable, we’ve opened up
interoperability, we’ve opened up
automation, opened up possibilities for
interfacing cost-estimation analysis
and other things. That change is so
dramatic that nobody knows the full
implications of it. Also, architectural
design can now run analysis packages. As a research project, we’re trying to get almost-real-time analysis
feedback with design packages right
now, so that everyone can see the cost
of energy change as the building’s
design changes. So building performance issues can really be improved
dramatically with the use of BIM. We
went from a one-day turnaround for
running an energy analysis down to

Q: Considering the cost savings
and lean benefits, why isn’t
3D BIM more widely utilized
these days?
A: If you look at the auto industry and
the census of business information,
the construction industry is 10 times
larger than the automobile industry.
But the construction industry also has
something like 10,000-to-1 more participants. People talk about it being
fragmented, but the real issue is that
it’s very broad and diverse. There are
a tremendous number of participants,
but no one comparable to a Boeing,
General Motors or Ford — who really
have 10 to 15 percent of the industry
as a whole. All these “1-percenters” in
the industry don’t have enough leverage to make everybody change. So
even though a very large client or
owner may perceive the benefits of 3D
BIM, there’s not a good implementation path, and they can’t force change
in a very direct way. Some people
have stepped up, like GM, GSA and
Intel, and can make small, incremental
changes. It has to be a cultural
change … of course, cultural changes
happen slowly.
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one hour, and now they are trying to
get it down to 10 seconds. You go
downstream a little bit and do the
same thing for cost-estimation interfacing with the newer constructionoriented tools, where we get both cost
estimates and proposed schedules …
the whole scheduling process can now
integrate and work more upstream with
the design process, and it can look at
the different implications of structural
systems on construction schedules.
So that has impact there. We’ve got
automatic ordering tying in with materialresource packages, so we can track
orders and deliveries very smoothly ...
design can interface with construction
schedules, impacting the construction
side … we expect it to continue on
downstream to the facilities management level also. That hasn’t been
picked up because there aren’t
enough BIM models around to be used
in the construction management level.
I think it’s going to facilitate at that
level, because I can (now) send you a
BIM model with all the actual serial
numbers and mechanical equipment
specifications and built in on their
maintenance and repair schedules. So
I can get a maintenance schedule
along with the building if I’m an owner.
Q: What are some of BIM’s limitations right now?
A: Well, a lot of this is potential. I talk
about real-time analysis feedback
(and) getting cost estimates on a daily
basis … right now, it takes a week to
get a good cost estimate back from a
person working with a set of drawings.
These are all potentials being worked
on today, either commercially or by
people interfacing products. There’s a
lot of tailoring and integration work
going on. There’s also the effort to try
to build a platform for making interoperability good for a very broad range of
applications. The potential impact of
component prefabrication for assem-
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blies is the result of having good 3D
model information about all the different building systems. So custom fabrication of assemblies with better quality control in the off-site shop before
installing these big assemblies in the
project … I think the GHAFARI-led
project at the GM Flint V6 plant is a
wonderful example of this, and I think
we’re going to see more and more of
this in hospitals and laboratory buildings and others that have complex
mechanical systems.

eBay.… The job of NIBS is to set up
the protocol to allow that to happen.
Q: So where is 3D BIM going?
A: All of the products out there are relatively immature. Their full utilization
has not been sorted out by the enduser communities, architects, contractors and fabricators. All of this is pretty
fluid at this point in time.… Companies
really have to rethink how they operate.
I think the technology is enabling, but
the real process changes are people
changes. In some ways, that’s the
hardest thing to do.

Photo courtesy of Georgia Institute of Technology

Q: What about industry standards?
A: The national BIM standard is led by
The National Institute of Building

Science and the Facilities Information
Council. This standard is really an
interoperability standard. It’s oriented
around the major interface capabilities
… the purpose of this is to identify
small, exchangeable subsets that are
very precise … we want to be able to
exchange information at different levels of abstraction. Sometimes it’s just
a conceptual design, sometimes it’s
just the structural steel information …
later on, it’s done probably at the fabricator level. There’s a lot of different
exchanges with different purposes,
and at some point we’d like to make
those as easy and almost as automatic as purchasing something off
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BREAKTHROUGHS IN
STRUCTURAL STEEL
DELIVERY
Lean delivery can be defined as the continuous
process of eliminating waste and maximizing value.
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To streamline the
interface between
our structural
designers and
the steel fabricators and detailers
on a project,
GHAFARI has
by Samir Emdanat
been incremenGHAFARI Manager of
Advanced Technologies tally implementing improvements
to the structural steel delivery process
that combines 3D-enabled delivery
and direct digital exchange of model
data. Our efforts are evident on a
series of five design/build projects for
General Motors, starting with LansingDelta Township (LDT) on through to the
Toledo Transmission Plant.
As the first project in the series where
3D-enabled delivery was required, the
LDT team was understandably hesitant
to fully endorse the 3D-enabled
process. For example, even though
the structural steel was designed using
3D analysis systems, the structural
drawings were produced using 2D
CAD drafting packages. Similarly, even
though the steel was detailed using a
3D detailing system, all steel shop
drawings (approximately 12,000) were
delivered and reviewed as 2D drawings. LDT was an opportunity to examine that conventional workflow and
begin identifying opportunities for
improvement in the future. It was also
an opportunity to experiment with
available direct digital-exchange soft-
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ware capabilities and see how
far the team can implement automated
processes by exploring data
exchange potential.
Two immediate opportunities became
apparent. The first was to directly export
GHAFARI’s structural steel design system (RAM and Ram Advanse) to the
detailers’ steel detailing systems (most
commonly XSteel and SDS2), and the
second was the ability to review the
detailers steel model directly — without
requiring the conventional steel shop
drawing submittals. We were less interested in pursuing the technology itself
than in the potential for achieving
breakthrough results if those technologies were implemented to accelerate
schedule, improve quality, and reduce
overall costs.
The team had its first chance to implement
those opportunities on the second 3Denabled project: the Flint Engine Plant.
With the Flint project, in order to meet the
schedule, the design/build team needed
to place the steel mill order for more than
4,500 tons of steel on the third week from
the start of design — an almost impossible
task. With few adjustments to structural
steel design workflows, GHAFARI was
able to complete the analytical models of
the entire structure and provide those
models to the steel fabricator for review.
The steel fabricator had the opportunity to
provide immediate input to GHAFARI engineers in order to optimize the cost of the
steel for the building and issue the steel

mill order on time without requiring the
conventional 2D-based paper drawings.
Given the schedule constraints on the
project, the shop drawing reviews proceeded as 2D-based processes with a
3D model deliverable by the detailer with
each submitted steel sequence. The fabricator also committed to keeping its 3D
model up to date throughout construction. Three-dimensionally-based MEP
coordination benefited immensely from
having the almost-as-built-level 3D steel
models, and the MEP subcontractors
reported zero changes related to MEP
coordination during construction —
resulting in breakthrough savings in
schedule and cost.
On the three projects that followed,
GHAFARI and the fabricators streamlined the steel delivery process even
further and were able to entirely eliminate the structural steel 2D shop drawing submittals and replace that with a
sequenced submittal of the structural
steel models developed by the fabricators. In order to facilitate the review
process, GHAFARI acquired the same
detailing systems used by the fabricators and worked with the detailers,
software vendors, and General Motors
to revise the steel submittal
process/requirements to implement
the American Institute of Steel
Construction’s model-based delivery
system. The result is further acceleration of construction schedules,
improvement in overall quality and
reduced costs.
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A Walk in the
Point Clouds
The Basics of Laser Scanning
by Lisa Martino

As a tool to reproduce and understand intricate geometries, high-definition surveying has been
used to do everything from decoding the mysteries of Stonehenge and deconstructing the
Pantheon to retrofitting manufacturing plant floors.
Commonly known as “laser scanning,” it is a process that uses a laser to measure points and create an accurate three-dimensional representation of existing field conditions. It is widely applicable and has been used for Hollywood special effects, space shuttle inspections, forensic investigations, engineering examinations and validations of construction and Brownfield design.
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He sat down with GHAFARI Magazine to discuss the benefits
of scanning technology and how it is changing the
design landscape.
Q: What is laser scanning and how does it work?
A: Laser scanners are basically lidar (light detection and
ranging) systems. It’s the same principle as radar or sonar,
but with lasers instead of sound or radio waves. The scanner
sweeps a laser over a targeted area and returns a signal for
everything the laser hits. Each point is measured and given a
three-dimensional location in space. After several scans are
registered together, you have a complete 3D representation
of the area of interest.

The many advantages of scanning a site include the precision
and usefulness of the geometric data captured on short-term
as-built projects and in future modifications, such as refits.
Jason Adamowicz, project manager for 3D High Definition
Surveying at GHAFARI Associates, L.L.C., began working
with laser scanning six years ago. He has scanned automotive, commercial and institutional facilities that have become
the base files for new designs utilizing 3D BIM, including
about 10 million square feet of plant process equipment for
automotive clients.
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Q: What’s the return on a service like this?
A: Companies are able to review a point cloud (capture) and
immediately gain information about a site without even visiting
the facility. An added benefit is that they also have documentation of existing conditions for either renovations or historical
data. We’ve completed a couple projects where the client tells
us they want to put something new into a structure and want to
scan to see if it fits first. Typically, with the use of laser scanning,
we are reducing field rework extras by more than 40 percent
and construction time by 15 percent.
Q: How are customers embracing it?
A: There is a wide range of feelings toward 3D in general.
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There are some early adopters that have been really pursuing
this technology, which prompted GHAFARI to enter the field in
the first place. They want to go forward with the technology
and push it past its current limits. On the flipside, there are
others that have worked in 2D their whole careers and don’t
see the added value in an accurate 3D model. Many of them
are now seeing the value that high-definition surveying brings,
especially with all of the recent advances in hardware
and software.
Q: How long does it take to scan a facility, and what is
the process?
A: It depends on scope of job, scanning densities required,
type of scanner being used, working conditions and other factors. With the latest technologies, under the right conditions,
we can scan about 80,000 square feet of plant space in a 24hour period. The process involves setting up targets and
spheres for control points, surveying key targets for control,
taking multiple scans in each area of interest (AOI), taking digital photos in each AOI to assist in modeling/visualization, and
registering the scans together to create one large point cloud.
From there, we can create a number of deliverables: get
measurements from the point clouds; create 2D plans, sections or elevations from point-cloud data; create full 3D models from point clouds; and compare point-cloud data with new
or existing CAD data for virtual engineering studies.
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Q: What is the relationship between scanning
and 3D modeling, and how are they changing how
business is done?
A: Scanned data doesn’t have to be modeled, and 3D models don’t have to come from scanned data. However, laser
scanning is the most efficient means of capturing accurate
3D as-built field conditions. With accurate point-cloud data,
our architects, engineers and designers can visit project
sites virtually, which obviously cuts down on the time and
expense associated with repeated visits to the field for data
collection. We’re currently developing ways for our engineers and designers to work with point-cloud data directly.
This is essentially a huge shift in the way new design will be
executed, requiring changes from design process all the
way down to the final deliverable.
Q: Where is this all going?
A: We’ve been investigating different software solutions that
allow you to integrate the point cloud data with model data.
This will let us create our new designs around the point
cloud. The ultimate goal would be to minimize the modeling
so we can start on our new designs quicker, there’s less
cost, and we have a better-quality deliverable that’s also
faster. The main goal is always to be done better, faster and
at a lower cost.
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What Makes

Great Buildings
by Judy Kienle
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Great?
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History repeats itself in many ways. Architectural styles of the past are
being resurrected into modern design for any number of reasons today,
not the least of which is that classic designs have stood the test of time.
That raises the question, “What is great design?” Are there architectural
elements, construction techniques or structural principles that are
essential to greatness? There is probably no individual professional with
all the answers; it takes a multi-disciplinary team to accomplish the feat
of building a truly great structure that will stand the test of time.
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Although subjective, there are some interesting opinions that
deserve a closer look. Jackie Craven, a widely published writer
who specializes in architecture, shares her top 10 picks for the
greatest buildings of the 20th century. Perhaps a review of the
venerable structures on her list will give us some clues about
what makes a great building.
1) Whimsy. Casa Milà Barcelona, designed by Spanish surrealist Antoni Gaudí from 1906 to 1910 in Barcelona, Spain,
today is used for cultural expositions. It was designed as
an apartment building, and, according to Craven, has “…a
fanciful aura. Wavy walls made of rough-chipped stone
suggest fossilized ocean waves, while doors and windows
look like they are dug out of sand. A comical array of chimney stacks dances across the roof.”
2) Luxurious use of material finishes. Grand Central, New York,
was designed in 1913 by Reed and Stern and Warren and
Wetmore and “featured lavish marble work and a domed ceiling with 2,500 twinkling stars.” Although the building fell into
disrepair in the latter part of the 20th century, the public supported the preservation of this historic landmark.

3) Stature and composition. Architect William Van Alen
designed the Chrysler Building, New York, in 1930 that, for
a few months, was the tallest building in the world, until
the Empire State Building eclipsed it in 1931. Reaching
1,046 feet, this Art Deco skyscraper “was also one of the
first buildings composed of stainless steel over a large
exposed surface.”
4) Iconic in nature. Standing tall at 1,250 feet, the Empire State
Building, designed by architects Shreve, Lamb and
Harmon in 1931, broke world records for building height.
Beloved by many in person and on the silver screen, “This
building not only became an icon of New York City, it
became a symbol of 20th-century man’s attempts to
achieve the impossible.”
5) Pushing the envelope of design. Frank Lloyd Wright’s
Fallingwater, Pennsylvania, was built to the astonishment
of many in 1935. “Fallingwater may look like a loose pile
of concrete slabs about to topple into the stream ... but
there is no danger of that! The slabs are actually
anchored through the stonework of the hillside. Also, the
largest and heaviest portion of the house is at the rear,
not over the water. And, finally, each floor has its own
support system.”
6) Redefinition of space. Another reminder of Wright’s brilliance, the Johnson Wax Building in Wisconsin, built from
1936 to 1939, almost defies description. Craver says it
succinctly: “Inside the Johnson Wax Building, opaque
layers of glass tubes admit light and create the illusion of
openness.” In his book, In the Realm of Ideas, Wright
adds, “There in the Johnson Building you catch no
sense of enclosure whatever at any angle, top or sides....
Interior space comes free, you are not aware of any boxing in at all. Restricted space simply is not there. Right
there where you’ve always experienced this interior constriction you take a look at the sky!”
7) Atypical application of materials. Between 1946 and 1950,
Mies van der Rohe created the design for a nearly transparent house, the Farnsworth House in Illinois. Craven
says, “Often celebrated as his most perfect expression of
the International Style, all the exterior walls are glass, and
the interior is entirely open except for a wood paneled
area containing two bathrooms, a kitchen and service
facilities. The floors and exterior decks are Italian travertine
limestone. The steel is sanded smooth and painted a
gleaming white.”
8) Unconventional structure. The Sydney Opera House,
Australia, designed by Jorn Utzon and completed by other
designers (1957-1973) broke all the rules for conventional
design. “Overlooking the harbor, the Sydney Opera House
is a freestanding sculpture of spherical roofs and sail-like
shells sheathed in white ceramic tiles. Stabilizing this
unconventional structure required innovations in construction techniques,” Craven says.
9) Classical design. The Seagram Building in New York was a
design collaboration between Ludwig Mies van der Rohe
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and Philip Johnson in 1958. Devoid of ornamentation, the
design is both classic and stark. “Metallic beams emphasize the height of the 38-story skyscraper, while a base of
granite pillars leads to horizontal bands of bronze plating
and bronze-tinted glass. The glass-enclosed lobby is two
stories high.”
10) Light, economical and iconic. Minoru Yamasaki studied more
than 100 models before designing the World Trade Center in
New York City. Developed between 1970 and 1977, the World
Trade Center consisted of two 110-story buildings and five
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smaller buildings before being demolished by terrorist attacks.
“The buildings were light, economical structures designed to
keep the wind bracing on the outside surfaces” and were
among the world’s tallest buildings.
Words such as “iconic,” “atypical,” “classic,” “whimsical,”
“unconventional” and others aptly describe the attributes of
great buildings. Like architects of the past and present,
architects of the future have giants in history to study and
ponder as they create the next century of the world’s greatest buildings.
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